
A NON-TRADITIONAL approach to unemployment issues
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Durham Region UnEmployed

Help Centre

Woodgreen Youth Employment

Centre Y Employment Services

E&E.R.C. of Cornwall & District

Youth & Community Employment

(Niagara)

JHS Youth Employment

Resource

Niagara College Career Centre

Division of Blind Services State

of Florida, Miami, Tallahassee,

Jacksonville, Fort Meyers,

Pensacola, Fort Lauderdale
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South Carolina One Stop, Pee

Dee Regional Government

North Carolina TANF programs

New Mexico Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation,

Roswell

Nova Scotia Social Services

Prairieview Mental Health

Kansas Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation

Sudbury Ontario Works

Ontario March of Dimes

- A Job Coach

“______ a recent graduate of
reThinking unEmployment ...
has come a long way through
many personal tragedies
recently. Obtaining a job has
completely changed his life ...
his disposition has turned
around and he is now thinking
and acting in a positive
manner, ... his work ethics
are remarkable ... he gets
along with all of his associates
and his supervisors are
pleased with his work. He is
looking forward to the busy
season so he can work more
hours.

The client has proven that he
is fully capable of working
inside and outside the store
... I believe the client will be
a highly valued employee and
his overall personal well being
will be maximized.”

CONTACT information

SELECTED organizations who use reThinking unEmployment
®

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss with you how reThinking

unEmployment® can benefit the people you serve who are chronically

unemployed. Please call us if you have questions or are just curious.

Allen Anderson, President
130 Carlton Street, Suite 1510

Toronto, Ontario M5A 4K3 Canada

Tel: (416) 922-3791

Fax: (416) 538-5786

Email: allen@dtg-emp.com

www.dtg-emp.com

“I used to party all day and all night
long. I did not care about my family
or my friends. I never imagined that
I … a legally blind person could
ever work again. I was in a very
deep depression for the past
20 years.

Today, I have been working a year
as a security guard. I have my own
place and can pay all of my bills.
The best part … I no longer receive
social security.”

- A reThinking unEmployment

participant

� Ontario Ministry of

Education & Training -

Workplace Preparation

Branch
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The reThinking unEmployment®

process is a structured, cognitive

and marketing skills training

strategy designed to address the

issues of the chronically

unemployed.

reThinking unEmployment®

provides a non-traditional

approach to unemployment

issues. reThinking

unEmployment® assumes that

some people's

inability to get

and/or keep

employment is a

result of their

lack of social

cognitive and

marketing

skills

development,

rather than

purposeful

or personal

failure.

Cognitive skills are the process skills we

use to think through situations and

problem solve. Thinking is the mindful

activity directing most human behavior;

thinking then behavior: thinking then

feeling. If thinking skills are limited or

faulty, then creating solutions for life's

challenges is also limited

and faulty. Our

capacity to think

effectively will

determine our capacity

to interact with our

world in healthy ways.

Thinking skills can be

taught through cognitive

process development.

Thinking skills are not

equivalent to IQ.

People can learn

how to anticipate

and think their way

out of problems.

Some people have

never fully learned

the cognitive

processes necessary

for effective thinking. These

people have cognitive deficiencies

and distorted perspectives, which

often leads to their being socially

marginalized, as seen in the

chronically unemployed.

Chronically

unemployed

people, once

they have

developed

some more

effective

cognitive

skills, need to access the

job market to begin their

journey back to long term

employment. reThinking

unEmployment® teaches a

3rd party supported,

noncompetitive, cognitive

skills and marketing

strategy skill set. This

approach has proven

very successful in

enabling individuals with

significant employment

barriers to secure and

retain employment.

reThinking

unEmployment®

develops the skill sets

needed to succeed in

an employment environment,

as well as in daily lives.

There are people in

your system - on your

caseloads - who have

been there too long.

People unsuccessful

in getting and/or

staying

employed,

even with

your

interventions.

These people

could be

working, but

they just can't,

or perhaps

won't get it

together.

Particular attitudes, and

behaviours have trapped them in a

lifestyle of unemployment, or an

ongoing series of employment

failures. They include:
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Negative attitudes and

behaviors

Social and interpersonal

deficits that constrain them

Ways of thinking that

exacerbate their life

situations

Lack of motivation or work

ethic

Lack of commitment to

change

These are chronically unemployed

people and they have exhausted

most of the solutions available for

getting people back to work. They

are presumed unemployable and will

be in need of income support for a

very long time.

It costs a great deal to

abandon the chronically

unemployed and to have

them dependent on

society for their

income and well

being. We need new

ways to help us in

reThinking

unEmployment.

A COSTLY problem

AN EMPLOYMENT process for the chronically unemployed

Benefits to

Governments
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Lowers

government

costs -

people who

required long

term support can now

take care of themselves

An ability to fulfill the

mandate of developing

some of our most difficult

to help citizens - the long

term unemployed

An increase in people

moving from service

users to tax payers
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33 clients were tracked over

a period of 12 months

following the program

76% were employed, or had

returned to school within 3

months of completion

94% were employed, or

returned to school within 6

months

100% were employed, or

returned to school within 9

months
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79% retained employment

after 12 months

Florida Division of Blind

Services

�
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90 participants

75% placement rate

50% increase in social

security reimbursement

dollars

We evaluated the program at 7 sites

serving unemployed, disadvantaged

youth and adults in Ontario, Canada.

The studies provide evidence that

reThinking unEmployment® impacts

significantly on three key employment

issues: motivation, access and

retention.

There were 39 individuals assessed

by their employment counselors as

having "zero probability of

employment". These were

unmotivated, long term social

assistance clients with little or

no employment history.

These results substantiated an

enduring change in behaviour and

attitude of the participants.

reThinking unEmployment® brings

about positive results and

important employment outcomes.

A FOCUS on results

PROGRAM outline

The program is:

Designed to accommodate

non-motivated participants

with negative attitudes

Based on adult learning

principles

Applicable at the

same time as other

counselling

interventions

(substance abuse,

marital, etc.)

Supportive of all

other interventions

offered by the

organization
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Eight weeks long, including

a short job trial

Delivered in a classroom by

the organization or by our

staff specifically trained in

the program

Limited in class size of up to

8 - 10 participants per

session

Multifaceted (deals with

many life components),

multimodal (uses many

learning styles) and

integrated, all elements'

linkages are established
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Benefits to Service Providers

�
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A program that can deal with

motivational impediments

and negative attitudes about

working

Skills spill-over everywhere

in the participants' lives -

improving family, community

and health situations, thus

reducing the use of other

support services

Easier, ongoing service

provision as the chronically

unemployed take

responsibility for

their own

growth

Benefits to Participants
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Employment and empowerment through

more control over their

own lives

Life holds more potential and hope

A new beginning

A job, an income, a future

"I thought I was doomed to be a lifelong SSI

recipient, now I am working."


